Neuron Bundle 15: ToonIt

Turn video or film footage into a cartoon with simple, effective controls
Give your footage that sought-after cartoon look easily and quickly. Red Giant ToonIt uses unique algorithms to transform your image into beautiful cartoon shading and lines. Its four plug-ins free you from
time-consuming techniques like rotoscoping and hand painting, and give precise control over styles,
shading and outlines. Quickly convert video into a stylized animation with great default settings.

Highlights
Add interest to ordinary images
Keep your toon’ed version as close to the original video as
you’d like while adding in strong visual interest. The four
ToonIt plug-ins preserve the shape edges and color fields
of the footage. Choose from many popular cartoon stylizations. ToonIt transforms your video with just a few clicks.

Powerful presests
ToonIt’s cartooning algorithm is so smart and elegant that
you will be able to use its default settings most of the time.
The style options are easy to use and kept to a manageable number, which makes your workflow fast and easy. No
other cartooning solution produces such good results with
so little tweaking.

Believable cartoon effects
Other cartooning effects use posterization algorithms to
create a quick-and-dirty cartoon effect. This doesn't create
a believable look for the human form and face, and there
tends to be a lot of jitter from frame to frame. Red Giant
ToonIt uses unique algorithms created by Toonamation to
transform your image into beautiful cartoon shading and
lines.

Features
Fast Learning Curve
An easy-to-use interface and simple controls give you unlimited flexibility.

Style Choices
Choose from many cartoon styles, including Flat Cartoon, Graphic Novel, Comic Noir (b&w), HalfTone (dots), Stipple, High Contrast, Line Art and Neon Edge.

“Real” Cartoon Styles
The Roto Toon plug-in generates colorful flat shading, while the Outlines Only plug-in creates realistic line drawings.

Stylized Cartoons
The Blacklight Edges plug-in makes your image look as if the edges have been placed under a blacklight, while the Goth Toon plug-in flattens the image for a high-contrast look.

Rendering Choices
ToonIt requires a lot of processing to create the effect and keep the frames consistent over time, so
render options help you make the best tradeoff of quality vs. time.

Multiprocessor Support
ToonIt offers accelerated rendering with up to 4 cores. With a single processor, an SD-resolution
frame takes about 1 second to render.

Smooth Animation
ToonIt creates a smooth animation over time with very little jitter.
Video Examples at:
http://www.redgiantsoftware.com/products/categories/motion-graphics/toonit/examples/
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VDS provides automation and content design tools for the broadcast, cable television, internet,
and post production markets. VDS products automate broadcast television systems, with an
emphasis on graphics-related operations, content and digital asset distribution, graphics and
promo automation, and internet-to-broadcast systems. These products are used in sports, news
and financial broadcast channels as well as in multichannel broadcast and cable facilities. VDS
content creation products are tools that deliver graphic design, universal file translation and
integration capabilities for the post product and broadcast markets.
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